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Foreword
INSTMW

Conscious that environmental problems affect women in very specific
ways, from as early as 1982 INSTRAWhas been involved in programmes
aimed at promoting the involvement of women in the solutions of
problems related to water, sanitation and eneryy. Since their inception,
these programmes were oriented towards promoting environmentally
sound use of rvater and energy sources and at contributing to a new
approach through the integration of women's needs as well as their
participation in planning, technical operations and projects.

The sectoral focus of these programmes at the time of their
development responded to the critical problems that developing countries
faced in satis$ing their water and energy needs. As the need to establish
the link between these sectoral problems and other environmental issues
became evident and as environmental issues became important items on
national and international agendas, INSTRAW launched a new
programme in 1990 on Gender, Environment and Sustainable
Development. This programme is concerned with environmental
problems related to water and energy, including such specilic issues of
immediate relevance to women as waste disposal, the effects of pesticide
use, and nuclear testing, to name but a few.

The present study is one output of this programme. It was
commi-ssioned by INSTRAW with the purpose of compiling a
state-of-the-art report on debates around the issue of women, ihe
environment and sustainable development. Due to the complexity and
intersecting nature of the topic, an interdisciplinary researchtearnfrom
the-Women's Programnre in the Humanities at the Univenity of Utrecht,
and the women and Development Programme at the Institute of social
-Slu9!"r in The Hague, rvas asked to carry out this project. The result is a
hlghly comprehensive revierv of the issues and a challenging alternative
framework which could hardly have been achieved Uy a iinlte author.
. The project began in late 1990 with a desk+op study. In mid-1991 an
Intenm urternational rvorkshop entitled 'Women, the Environment and
Sustainable Development: Towards a Theoreticat Framewo*'was held
m the Netherlands in which activists, researchers and development experts
were invited to present their viervs. A first report presented the various
perspectives, viervs and positions upheld by the major actors in the field
ot women. the environment and sustainable development. This report was
pvis-ed and expanded for publication and as welt as including a ilufo*rol the. various positions, it also provides provocative insights for both
retlectron and action. A framework emerges emphasizing not only
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8. Responses to the Crisis from Deep
Ecology, Social Ecology and Ecoftminism

Common to these three fields is a questioning of the epistemological roots
of the environmental crisis. The important dialogues and interchanges
behveen them have proved rnutually enriching. That is not to say that they
do not have 0reir shortcomings and contradictions: carrying over patterns
of domination, revenal of hierarchies and reproductions of dualisms are
some of the problems inherent in some of these positions, as in othen.

Deep ecolory

The concept of deep ecology was formulated by the Norwegian
philosopher Ame Naess in the early 1970s as a response to the limits of
'shallow ecology' (Naess 1973, 1988, 1989). His view was that in the
long run environmental reforms of social and economic systems are not
a viable solution to off-set the accelerating destruction of the environment.
Waming that the ecological crisis threatens the survival ofhumanity, Ame
Nress identified the deeper roots of the crisis in Western culture and in
particular in the cultural values legitimizing the domination of nature.

Since Western culture has given rise to different worldviews, Naess
put forward the proposal ofdeep ecology as an open pladonn ofpeople
coming from different epistemological backgrounds. The unifring factor
was the acceptance of transfonnations in the relationship between humans
and nature. Deep ecology has become a powerful counterdiscourse to
environmental reforms, as the latter tends to reflect the position of
governments and business corporations. It has developed into an
extensive and dilferentiated body of theory, with Arne Naess expanding
his original proposal into the conceptualization of ecophilosophy. Bill
Deval and George Sessions (1985), Michael Zimmerman (1990),
Warwick Fox (190), and Alain Drengson, the editor of The Trumpeter,
all voices of the Canadian Ecophilosophy Network, are among those who
have contributed to further developing the concept.

The common point of departure in deep ecologyt critique of Western
culture is anthropocenFism, that is, situathg human beings in a superior
position over nature within value hierarchies. From an anthropocentric
view, nature must be dominated, conquered or managed to serve human
needs. Assuming a dominating position alienates human beings from the
environment on which their suwival depends. When human beings ignore
natural processes, their antagonistic attitude towards nature leads not only
to the destruction of the environment but also to self-destruction.

Deep ecology's critique is targeted not only at anthropocentrism, but
also at dualism, hierarchization and fragmentation inherent in Western
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culture, including the dominant terms for the production of scientific
knowledge. Atomistic and hierarchical conceptions of the physical world,
as developed in the formative period of modern science, have been
extended into the social world and, among others, influenced the concepts
of development.

Some deep ecology thinkers cnticize the Judeo-Christian religious and
cultural tradition for its role in the perpehration of anthropocentric
worldviews and their justification of the domination of nature. Others
seek their roots and inspirations in marginalized traditions, for instance
in the Franciscan tradition within the Catholic Church, in perennial
philosophies which assume interdependence of nature and culture. or
in mystic traditions which oppose dominant systems of thought
Eastern religions are an inspiration in the diversified body of deep
ecological thinking (see for example Deval and Sessions 1985).

Seeking to overturn the epistemological foundations of Western
culture, deep ecologists propose to replace anthropocentric hierarchies
with biocentric egalitarianism. In this view'humanity is no more, but also
no less, important than all other things on Earth' (Zimmerman op. cit.).

Deep ecologists see richness and diversity of life as values rn
themselves and assume that human beings have no right to reduce these,
except to satis$ their basic needs. They also stress the need for cultural
diversity and diversiy in social arrangements as necessary preconditions
for the sunyival of the planet. An essential element in transformations
towards an equitable relationship between human beings and nature is the
replacement of dualisms (mind and body, nature and culture, subject and
object, and so on) with conceptions of self and other formulated in terms
of interdependencies and connectedness, which in turn, will stimulate an
acceptance ofdifference. Deep ecologists assert that the transcendence of
dualisms leads to the development of a new ecological rationality'
Changes in the frameworks of thinking in accordance with an
understanding of interdependencies would not only prevent the
donrination of nature but also domination within human societies. As
the concluding part of this chapter shows, this foundational argument
of deep ecology is questioned by (eco)feminists in their critique of
androcentrism.

For deep ecologists the consequence of this argument is therr
emphasis on the role of individual human beings. Changes in thinking
and lifestyles are emphasized as necessary steps torvards ecological
transformations of society. By changing their relationship with nature.
individuals can attain self-realization and maturity. The emphasis on the
role of individual human beings to off-set the ecological crisis has
appealed to many people concerned with the degradation of the
environment. Since deep ecology offers them an option to be personalll'
involved in transfomrations, they are no longer disoriented and therefore
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rrowerless as to what they can do ws-ri-ras the magnitude of the crisis.

itmong other environmental ideas, deep ecology is unique in its stress on

changes within, individual responsibility of human beings, and

harmonizing lives and beliefs.
During the last 20 years the deep ecology movement has spread across

the Northern hemisphere and undergone an internal polarization of

oositions. The differentiating factors have been soft and radical
Liocentrism. The latter position has been represented for example by
oarticipants of the Earth First! movement in the USA, which postulated

a subordination of human beings to nature. Some of them have accepted
AIDS and famine as nature's justifiable defensive reaction to population
pressure. Among their postulates was the r_edevelopmelt of America to
ih" era of Bc, where BC stood for Before columbus. The violent nature

of such projects is obvious and may be an outcome of an uncritical
reversal of the old hierarchy: from humans over nature to nature over
humans. The roots of the ecological crisis are seen in terms of

anthropocentrism, which leads to a search for remedies in the reverse: an
acceptance of the domination of nature over people. Recently, this radical
biocentrist position has been moving to the margins of deep ecology
thinking.

The increasingly popular soft biocentrism position within the deep
ecology movement aims to abolish all hierarchies' To avoid the
accuritionr of androcentrism, as voiced by some (eco)feminists, Warwick
Fox (1989) proposed to replace the notion of biocenrism with that of
ecocentrism. In this stream within deep ecology, recognition of the
implications of individual human beings in the desfuction of the earth
remains an important insight, but is correlated with attention to social and
political issuls rvithin human societies. The viervs of Michael E.
Zirr".'oun (1990) or David M. Johns (1990) mark an evolution within
deep ecology towards learning from and malting connections with
(eco)feminiit ut rvell as Southern alternative development and
ecological movements.

Oni of the contriburions of deep ecologists to the rethinking of
development has been bioregionalisnr as, for instance, propgsgd by Peter
Bery and the Planet Drunr Foundation or the Bio-Regional Congress, a
moiement developing in tlre United States and Europe. Bioregionalism
is about re-inhabiting (to borrow a temt from Gary Snyder) the earth on
new terms. In their critique of the dominant development model
bioregionalists proposc to reshape and harmonize the human/nature
relationship: thiv iee hunran communities as parts of larger viable
planetary ecosystems.lThe core of the bioregional idea of development
is con1,irunitarianism, sntall-scale, self-sufficient development, and a
definition of regional boundaries by natural features, such as watersheds,
soil types, veletation or climate. The organization of bioregional
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Notes

l. Source: The Bulletin.Ideas for Tomorrow Today (n.d).
2. Gaia is the name of the Goddess of the Earth in Greek mythology.
3. Feyerabend, Paul, 1977, Against Methd, London: New Left Books ; Kuhn,
T.S., 197O, The Stnrcture of Scientific Revolutions, Chicago University Press,
2nd edition
4. The social strearn in ecofeminism (see Chapter 8) with such authors as Chiah
Heller, Janet Biehl and also Karen Warreu, point out the value of the framework
of social ecology for making connections between ecology and feminism.
5. For an elaboration of the argument of the epistemological roots of the crisis
in envirorunent and development and on the epistemologies for transition towards
non-violent and sustainable development from the point of view of social
movements see Charkieu,icz ( 1990) and Chapter 3 of this book.
6. For exarnple, the Agenda Ya Wananchi, The Women's Agenda 2l and the
various NGO treaties ratified at the NGO Forum in Rio de Janeiro 1992.

g. Gonclusions

The threat of global environmental holocaust makes imperative a

iunaur"ntut rethinlting of the premises on which the dominant Western

i"Jrf 
"f 

developmeni is bascd and to work towards transformations of

an unsustainablc world order. Urgent actions for transformations on

I-iff"."n, levels and in diffcrent fields need the long-term visions of.all

iiior" inuotn"d. Donna Haraway, in common with an increasing number

of Utact feminist theorists argues that 'the need for unity of people trying

!o resist rvorldrvide intensification of domination has never been more

acut" '  (1991:154).  The iprpl icat ion of increasingly sophist icated

iechnologies and nerv fonns of domination is that all those concerned to

iacilitate pro-environmental changes have a political and historic

responsibility to critically analyse their own position in the wider power

sfucture in order to identify points of leverage from their respective

position. This could be as a ntentberof the board of an indusfialcompany,
a scientific institution, a citizen's movement or as a consumer. This

strateg."- of 'situating oneself is the basis for a nerv type ol micro-scale
politiJi, rvhich relieJ on temporary and mobile coalitions with other social
ictors or groups, not on the 6asis of identity, but of affinigv of rvorld viervs

and a shared sense ofccological ethics.
This strategy also provides for a nqv political consciousness by linking

together the subjugated knorvledges of opprcsscd people. which we have
arialysed as niaiginal  subject iv i t ies rvi thin do' t inant patterns of

subjectivity, such as those institutionalizcd in white, post-industrial
cultures. 

'ihir rnur the aim of our project to develop a theoretical
framervork for Wonten. thc Environnrent and Sustainable Developntent.
What seeprs most urgent. practically and thcoretically necessar,v and
feasible is to create nrulticultural alliances alllong women, and behveen
wolnen and environutcntalists and other social ntovements, across
institutional and disciplinary boundaries, on the basis of respect for each

other's idcntitics. spccific struggles and diffcrent analytical positions.

In this book tve havc dcscribcd. discussed and anall'sed sonte of the
different positions and ficlds of knorvlcdge rvhich together contribute to
a theoretical franrervork lor our thenre. Methodologically. as a coalition
topic, WED has bccn vcry useful in indenti$'ing the connections beNveen
a iurg" r,aricty of social actors participating in transfonttations torvards
susta]nablc d-e'elopment. We also attemptcd to shorv the strengths,
rveaknesses. short tonr ings and contradict ions rvi thin the di f ferent
positions held and ho$' lhev infonn each other b1 enhancing their
respectivc translonnativc potcntial.

The exanplcs \\'c uscd to illustratc the contnbutions that cntergcd from


